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“International Journal of Occupational Medicine and Environmental Health” (IJOMEH) is an English-language bimonthly (since 2013, earlier – a quarterly) founded in 1988 at the initiative of the Nofer Institute of Occupational Medicine in Łódź and the Main Board of the Polish Society of Occupational Medicine. IJOMEH popularizes the achievements of Polish scientific centers of occupational medicine and environmental health at the international forum.

The journal has a distinguished Editorial Team and an international Editorial Board of outstanding experts in the field of a wide-grasp occupational and environmental health, ensuring that the journal maintains high academic standards and has a broad international coverage. The submitted articles are subjected to a rigorous peer-review prepared by reviewers chosen from among scientific authorities (in 2013 – http://www.editorialsystem.com/ijomeh/journal/about/#reviewers)

“International Journal of Occupational Medicine and Environmental Health” is assigned for presenting the contemporary research in occupational and environmental health from all over the world, particularly those which could be
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The journal publishes original papers, communications, review and discussion papers, case reports and letters to the Editor. Special preference is given to papers concerning industrial hygiene, toxicology, preventive medicine, diagnosis and treatment of occupational diseases, physiology and psychology of work, physical, biological and chemical hazards, carcinogenesis, environmental toxicology, environmental epidemiology and epidemiological studies devoted to occupational problems. The subject of the published works reflects the changing role of occupational medicine and environmental health in Poland and in the world.
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